Boardroom Presenting

Little-known skills and strategies designed for winning high-stakes presentations in the unique and challenging boardroom setting

Overview
Winning when the stakes are highest
Presenting in a boardroom is unlike any other setting; it’s part monologue, part
dialog, part presentation and part improvisation. The dynamics are unique and the
stakes are high, so Invesco Consulting teamed up with word specialists and political
consulting firm, Maslansky + Partners, to apply their unique instant dial-response
technology to the language of the boardroom. Maslansky + Partners, well known for
shifting public opinion with phrases like “Contract with America,” “death tax” and
“energy exploration,” tested boardroom language and strategies with over 100 focus
group participants and a 300-person survey conducted between 2007 and 2011. In
this highly interactive workshop, attendees will be shown preparation tactics, seating
strategies, presentation skills and group presentation skills designed to help presenters
win boardroom meetings.

Program toolbox: from principles to practice
•	“Boardroom Presenting” half-day workshop A highly interactive workshop that
begins with the boardroom principles on setting, strategy and speaking, followed
by a workshop on speaking skills and performance training. 4 hours, optimal
audience: 12 to 21
•	“Boardroom Presenting” full-day workshop A highly interactive workshop
that begins with videotaped baseline presentations and in-depth evaluations
of each presenter, followed by boardroom principles focusing on setting,
strategy and speaking. The day continues with a workshop on speaking skills
and performance training, and it ends with attendees viewing before-and-after
videotaped presentation. 8 hours, optimal audience: 12 to 21

Skills to be developed from the presentation
Attendees will be shown:
•

How to structure presentations for clear, concise and compelling messaging

•

How to open meetings

•

Team presenting skills

•

How to close meetings
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Contributors
•	Gary DeMoss, Director of
Consulting, who has trained
thousands of investment
professionals on consultative selling
and presentation skills over the last
several years
•	Jim Morel, president of JAM
Consulting, a firm that specializes
in sales and presentation skills
•	Maslansky + Partners

Helping select financial professionals with skeptical clients
get, keep and grow business with never-before-seen ideas
Leaders in helping
advisors, worldwide

Proprietary, relevant
and actionable research

The complete
advisor experience

Founded in 1998, I•C is a team of
14 specialists with over 25 programs
and 15 books that is seen by over
40,000 advisors each year.*

I•C presentations are based on
extensive research, streamlined
into actionable steps and implementable
with I•C Studios follow-up.

Each presentation is complemented
by online video reviews and toolboxes
designed to help advisors easily apply
the research into their businesses.
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*

I•C programs, designed to help advisors with...
•	Presentation development and delivery
•	Value propositions shown to resonate with investors
• Public seminars that fill rooms
• Communication skills
•	Retirement strategies… simplified
• Proven referral strategies
• Strategies for gathering assets

National Wirehouse
800-998-4246

Retirement
800-370-1519

Closed-End Funds
800-341-2929

Regional Broker Dealer
800-421-0807

Insurance and Education Sales
800-410-4246

Global Cash Management
800-659-1005, option 2

Independent Advisor
800-337-4246

Registered Investment Advisor
800-421-4023

Client Services
800-959-4246

NOT FDIC INSURED | MAY LOSE VALUE | NO BANK GUARANTEE
”Boardroom Presenting” is based on our firm’s research with Jim Morel of JAM Consulting and Maslansky + Partners. Invesco Distributors, Inc. is not affiliated with
Jim Morel, JAM Consulting or Maslansky + Partners.
This material is for illustrative, informational and educational purposes only. We make no guarantee that participation in this program or utilization of any of its
content will result in increased business for any financial advisor.
This does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy or product for a particular investor. Investors should consult a financial professional before
making any investment decisions.
The opinions expressed are those of the author and are subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals.
Founded in 1998, I•C has helped more than 600,900 financial advisors, high-net-worth teams, variable annuity producers, retirement specialists and home office
managers get, keep and grow business through our speaking engagements from December 2001-December 2016.
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